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Neiman Marcus And Hypebeast Launch First Virtual
Showroom

An innovative experience set in a digital retail space, Neiman Marcus showcases 11 exclusive sneakers on
Hypebeast.com

NEW YORK, Sept. 21, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- As part of its fall campaign, 'Re-Introduce Yourself', Neiman Marcus partnered with
Hypebeast to launch the first-ever shoppable, virtual showroom featuring exclusive footwear from 11 luxury brands. The
partnership between the preeminent luxury retailer and the leading authority on streetwear resulted in an online campaign
concept bridging their respective influences and giving Neiman Marcus shoppers and Hypebeast readers access to an elevated
e-commerce experience that reimagines remote shopping.

"We are experiencing extraordinary growth in our luxury business overall with men's as one of the standout categories and
Neiman Marcus continues to focus on creating magic for its customers with one-of-a-kind experiences and products," said
Lana Todorovich, President and Chief Merchandising Officer, Neiman Marcus. "This opportunity is both innovative and exciting
for Neiman Marcus and Hypebeast – it's allowed us to reimagine what the future of e-commerce looks like while bringing the
best of both worlds together and offering access to our top luxury brands who specifically created exclusive shoe styles for our
customers."

A convergence of online shopping and editorial storytelling, the virtual showroom highlights Fall's best footwear from 11
brands: Alexander McQueen, Balenciaga, Balmain, Christian Louboutin, Dolce & Gabbana, Givenchy, Maison Margiela, Moncler,
Off-White, Versace and Giuseppe Zanotti. Each designed one-of-a-kind styles exclusive to Neiman Marcus for the initiative.

The digitally recreated retail floor, inspired by a futuristic laboratory crossed with a contemporary art gallery exhibit is a first of
its kind for both Neiman Marcus and Hypebeast. Every style is displayed with accentuating lighting and compositional angles
within the clean and minimal CGI environment. Customers are invited to enter the space and explore every pair with
interactive navigation and shoppable annotations calling attention to the sneakers' unique design details. 

"Online luxury retail continues to grow and our customers are seeking retail theatre outside of traditional retail interactions,"
said Todorovich. "As this space evolves, so does our larger strategy as a multi-channel luxury retailer to provide the most unique
and engaging experience in our physical, digital and remote selling environments. We are excited to work with Hypebeast as a
forward-thinking partner to explore the future of integrated luxury retail at Neiman Marcus."

The virtual showroom experience will launch on Hypebeast on September 21. For the launch, the 11 styles are set to be released
exclusively on neimanmarcus.com. Additionally, select styles will be available at all 37 Neiman Marcus stores, where style
advisors will be prepared to offer their distinctive luxury sales services. The retailer will also roll out content on its own social
platforms and via email marketing, expanding the reach to its customers who will have access to these coveted styles via
multiple channels.

"Exclusivity, hype, and sneakers are three words that make up the 'hypebeast' vocabulary, and this virtual showroom continues
to push the boundaries on how our readers experience new and exclusive luxury products, specifically sneakers, digitally," said
Huan Nguyen, US Vice President of Brand Partnerships, Hypebeast. "In an era of fast-paced digital consumption, a traditional
model of promoting has grown stagnant. With our audience in mind, the Hypebeast team worked alongside leading luxury
retailer Neiman Marcus to create a digital showroom that can highlight and showcase the sneakers in a new, profound light."

Content will live across Hypebeast's platform and social media channels, including a homepage takeover and Instagram Stories
teasing entry for the showroom.

The eleven pairs of sneakers are set to be released exclusively on neimanmarcus.com and selected stores.

High-Res Assets Available: HERE 

Link to virtual showroom: HERE 

About HYPEMAKER

HYPEMAKER is a global creative studio providing total creative solutions for a diverse set of verticals in fashion, lifestyle,
automotive, tech, FMCG and more. From ideation, content amplification, creative production and consumer insight, brands
also have access to Hypebeast's global distribution network of over 10.5 million readers per month and 10 million social media
followers worldwide.

About Hypebeast Ltd.

Hypebeast Ltd. has evolved from a personal passion project created by Kevin Ma to becoming a publicly listed media group in
2016. Standing at the forefront of fashion and culture, Hypebeast Ltd. uncovers the latest, emerging trends and creates a
lifestyle universe through highly-curated content and various business offerings that inspires, educates, and connects a global
audience.
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The core motivation of Hypebeast Ltd. is to educate a global, influential audience within the realms of creativity in the context
of fashion, arts, design, music in order to inspire, innovate, and drive culture forward.

ABOUT NEIMAN MARCUS

Neiman Marcus is a Dallas-based luxury retailer, providing customers access to exclusive and emerging brands, anticipatory
service, and unique experiences since 1907. Each day, Neiman Marcus connects with customers worldwide while delighting
them with exceptional experiences across a 37-store presence in the U.S., the largest U.S. e-commerce luxury platform, and
industry-leading remote selling and personalization technology. From delectable dining and indulgent beauty services to
bespoke experiences and exclusive products, there's something for everyone. To keep up with the latest news and events at
Neiman Marcus, visit neimanmarcus.com or follow the brand on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.

Neiman Marcus is part of the Neiman Marcus Group. We lead with love in everything we do for our customers, associates,
brand partners and communities. Our strategy of integrated luxury retail is about creating long-term relationships. It's this
connection that creates emotional and high lifetime value potential with everyone we serve. Through the expertise of our
9,000 associates, we deliver across our three channels of in-store, ecommerce, and remote-selling. Investments in data and
technology allow us to scale a personalized luxury experience. Our brands include Neiman Marcus, Bergdorf Goodman,
Neiman Marcus Last Call and Horchow. For more information, visit http://www.neimanmarcusgroup.com.

 

SOURCE Neiman Marcus Holding Company, Inc.

For further information: Aaron Alexander, Neiman Marcus, 804-678-8938, aaron_alexander@neimanmarcus.com,
HYPEBEAST, pr@hypebeast.com, Walker Inge, KCD Worldwide, 212-590-5138, inge@kcdworldwide.com
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